THE FINAL TRIBULATION
PRELUDE TO THE REIGN OF GOD ON EARTH
Matthew 6-10
OCTOBER 13, 2017
“FOR AT THAT TIME THERE WILL BE A GREAT TRIBULATION, SUCH AS HAS NOT BEEN
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD UNTIL NOW,
NOR EVER WILL BE.”
Matthew 24: 21
“There will be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars, and on earth nations will be in dismay,
perplexed by the roaring of the sea and the waves. People will die of fright in anticipation
of what is coming upon the world, for the powers of the heavens will be shaken…
…BUT WHEN THESE THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN, STAND ERECT AND RAISE YOUR HEADS
BECAUSE YOUR DELIVERANCE IS NEAR AT HAND."
Luke 21: 25, 28
"I WILL ONCE MORE SHAKE NOT ONLY EARTH, BUT HEAVEN."
Hebrews 12: 26
“BUT ACCORDING TO HIS PROMISE WE AWAIT NEW HEAVENS AND A NEW EARTH IN WHICH
RIGHTEOUSNESS DWELLS. THEREFORE, BELOVED, SINCE YOU AWAIT THESE THINGS,
BE EAGER TO BE FOUND WITHOUT SPOT OR BLEMISH BEFORE HIM, AT PEACE”.
2 Peter 3: 13, 14
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“…SO SHALL MY WORD BE THAT GOES FORTH FROM MY MOUTH; IT SHALL NOT RETURN
TO ME VOID, BUT SHALL DO MY WILL, ACHIEVING THE END FOR WHICH I SENT IT”.
Isaiah 55: 11
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“INDEED, THE LORD GOD DOES NOTHING WITHOUT REVEALING HIS PLAN
TO HIS SERVANTS, THE PROPHETS”.
Amos 3: 7
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Before Christ's second coming, the Church must pass through a final trial that will shake the faith of
many believers (cf. Lc 18, 8; Mt 24, 12). The persecution that accompanies her pilgrimage on earth (cf. Lc 21,
12; Jn 15, 19-20), will unveil the "mystery of iniquity" in the form of a religious deception offering men an
apparent solution to their problems at the price of apostasy from the truth. The supreme religious deception is
that of the Antichrist, a pseudo-messianism by which man glorifies himself in place of God and of his Messiah
come in the flesh (cf. 2 The 2, 4-12; 1The 5, 2-3; 2 Jn 7; 1 Jn 2, 18.22)”. Catechism of the Catholic Church
(675)

----------------------------------------------------“I HAVE MUCH MORE TO TELL YOU, BUT YOU CANNOT BEAR IT NOW. BUT WHEN HE COMES,
THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, HE WILL GUIDE YOU TO THE COMPLETE TRUTH”. John 16: 12, 13
"NOW THIS IS ETERNAL LIFE, THAT THEY SHOULD KNOW YOU, THE ONLY TRUE GOD,
AND THE ONE WHOM YOU SENT, JESUS CHRIST”. John 17: 3
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I CONSECRATE THIS COMMUNICATION TO THE MOST BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, MOTHER OF THE
TRUE GOD FOR WHOM WE LIVE, AND OUR MOTHER, TRUE VESSEL OF OUR LORD AND QUEEN OF
HIS KINGDOM; SHE WHO CRUSHES THE HEAD OF THE SERPENT; SHE WHO WILL GIVE BIRTH TO
HER SON IN EVERY SOUL WHO WANTS TO RECEIVE HIM. I ASK OF HER, THAT SHE INUNDATE THE
HEARTS OF ALL MANKIND WITH HER MATERNAL LOVE, SO THAT WE MAY ALL BE DISPOSED TO
RECEIVE GOD’S MOST IMPORTANT GIFT THAT HE WANTS TO GIVE US NOW AT THIS TIME IN THE
HISTORY OF HUMANITY, AND FOR WHICH, HE HIMSELF TAUGHT US TO PRAY AND HAS MAINTAINED
ALL HIS CHURCH IMPLORING FOR 2000 YEARS:
“OUR FATHER… THY KINGDOM COME, THY WILL BE DONE,
ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN.”
Matthew 6: 10

----------------------------------------------------In this communication, you will find some extracts of the writings that contain some of the Truths
communicated by Jesus Christ our Lord to the now Servant of God, Luisa Piccarreta, whose Cause for
Beatification was opened by the Church on November 24, 1994, Feast of Christ the King, as a result of
the directive given on Holy Saturday, April 2, 1994 by then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, Prefect for the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (now Pope Benedict XVI), and with the vote and approval of
the now Saint, Pope John Paul II.
The contents of these writings were received by Luisa directly from our Lord Jesus, and she, under strict
obedience to her confessors, wrote them over a period of 40 years. These writings were stored in the
Archives of the Vatican for almost 60 years, until they were made available to the Tribunal of the Cause for
Beatification on February 2, 1996, Feast of the Presentation.
Before 1927, the writings of Luisa up to that date (the first 19 Volumes, and the Hours of the Passion), had
already been granted a “Nihil Obstat” by the now Saint, Anibal Maria Di Francia, (Archdiocesan Censor),
and the Imprimatur of the Archbishop of her Diocese, Mons. Giuseppe M. Leo.
On June 2, 1997, the Rev. Antonio Resta, Rector of the Theological Institute of the Pontificate of Southern
Italy, sent his evaluation of all the writings to the Tribunal of the Cause for Beatification in answer to the
petition of examination made by the Tribunal to him and to another independently commissioned
theologian. On December 18, 1997, the Rev. Cosimo Reho, Professor of Dogmatic Theology, also submitted
his evaluation. These two renowned theologians, both gave their POSITIVE verdict to the totality of these
writings.
On October 29, 2005, His Excellency, Mons. Giovanni Battista Pichierri, Archbishop of Trani, Barletta—
Bisceglie and titolare of Nazareth, in Corato, Italy, having finalized the diocesan investigation regarding the
fame of sanctity of Luisa, with the compilation of testimonies and documents, and having received a
POSITIVE verdict from the two theologians commissioned by the Diocese, remitted his definitive
judgment in favor of the sanctity of the Servant of God Luisa Piccarreta to the Holy Father.
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In a communiqué of 2008 -(Communiqué n. 2 (Prot. n. 098/08/c3, May 30, 2008), regarding the process for
Beatification and Canonization of the Servant of God Luisa Piccarreta)-, the reverend Archbishop informed
“that the Congregation for the Cause of Saints, in anticipation of the issuance of the decree regarding the
judicial validity of the diocesan investigation (“inchiesta diocesana”), had submitted the writings of the
Servant of God for examination to two other Theological Censors (whose names must remain secret),
in conformity with the canonical normative and the standing praxis”.
The Dicastery ordered the completion of this requisite in order to be able to issue the decree on the judicial
validity of the diocesan investigation and thus initiate the Roman process. The theological censors, named by
the Church, must examine the writings and give their assurance that there is nothing in them contrary to the
Faith and Tradition of the Church, and must describe in their pronouncements the personality and the
spirituality of the Servant of God.
After almost three years of great expectation, the following news was received: Corato, (Italy), July 23,
2010—Sor Assunta Marigliano, President of the Pious Association “Luisa Piccarreta—Piccoli figli del Divino
Volere”, with its seat in Corato, Italy, and responsible for the promotion of the Cause for Beatification and
Canonization of the Servant of God, Luisa Piccarreta, made known today, unofficially, great news regarding
the Cause of Luisa, which fills us with great joy. Today we have learned that ALSO the second theologian
commissioned by the Holy See for the revision of the writings of the Servant of God, Luisa Piccarreta,
has finished his work and has given his official verdict: POSITIVE.
The sublime importance of these writings is continuously manifested to Luisa by our Lord, and it is through
His Church that the Good News contained in them shall reach everyone. With this POSITIVE verdict by the
other two theologians assigned by the Holy See, the Church again ratifies the purity of the doctrine of the
Divine Will as manifested in these writings.

----------------------------------------------------SOME EXTRACTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF THE SERVANT OF GOD LUISA PICCARRETA
ABOUT THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS DOCUMENT
November 1, 1899
Luisa speaking:
As I was in my usual state, I found myself outside of myself, inside a church, in which there was a
Priest celebrating the Divine Sacrifice, and while doing this, he was crying bitterly and said: “The pillar of my
Church has no place to find support!”
As He was saying this, I saw a pillar, whose top touched the heavens, and at the bottom of this pillar
there were Priests, Bishops, Cardinals and all other dignitaries, sustaining this pillar. But to my
surprise, as I looked, I saw that of these people, some were very weak, some half worn out, some very sick,
some soiled with mud. So very few were the number of those who were in able condition to sustain it, that this
poor pillar kept swaying, unable to remain still as it received so many jolts and quakes from the bottom.
At the top of this pillar was the Holy Father, who, with chains of gold and with rays that
emanated from his whole person, did as much as he could to sustain it and to gather and illuminate the
people who remained at the bottom, although some of them would flee so as to become even more
degraded and soiled; and not only this, but he also did as much as he could to bind and illuminate the
whole world.
As I was seeing this, that Priest who was celebrating Mass (I am not sure whether he was a priest, or
Our Lord; it seems to me it was the Lord, but I cannot tell with certainty) called me close to Him and told
me:
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“My daughter, see in what a lamentable state is my Church. The very persons who were supposed
to sustain her, weaken, and with their bad deeds cast her down, bruise her, and reach the point of denigrating
her. The only remedy is that I cause so much blood to be shed, as to form a bath in order to wash
away that purulent mud and heal their deep wounds, so that, healed, strengthened and embellished in
that blood, they may become instruments capable of maintaining her stable and firm.”
Then He added: “I have called you to say to you: ‘do you want to be a victim, and therefore be like a prop to
sustain this pillar in these times so incorrigible?”
After this, I saw the bloody slaughter that was made of the people who were at the bottom of the pillar.
What a horrible catastrophe! So very few were the number of those who would not fall victims of it. They even
reached such daring as to try to kill the Holy Father.
But then, it seemed to me that the blood which was shed, and those bloodied and torn victims, were the means
to render strong those who remained, so as to sustain the pillar without letting it sway any more. OH,
WHAT HAPPY DAYS! AFTER THIS, DAYS OF TRIUMPHS AND OF PEACE WILL ARISE; THE FACE OF
THE EARTH WILL BE RENEWED, AND THE PILLAR WILL ACQUIRE ITS ORIGINAL PRESTIGE AND
SPLENDOR. OH, HAPPY DAYS! - FROM AFAR I SALUTE YOU, FOR YOU WILL GIVE SO MUCH GLORY
TO MY CHURCH, AND SO MUCH HONOR TO GOD, WHO IS HER HEAD”!
September 2, 1901
Luisa speaking:
This morning my adorable Jesus made Himself seen together with the Holy Father, and He seemed to
say to him:
“Everything suffered until now is nothing more than all that I went through from the beginning of
my passion until I was condemned to death. My son, there is nothing left for you but to carry the cross
to Calvary.”
As He was saying this, it seemed that Blessed Jesus took the Cross and placed it upon the
shoulders of the Holy Father, and He Himself, helped him to carry it.
While doing this, He added:
“My Church seems to be dying, especially with regard to the social conditions, which anxiously await the
cry of death. BUT, COURAGE, MY SON; AFTER YOU HAVE REACHED THE MOUNTAIN, AS THE CROSS
IS LIFTED UP, ALL WILL BE SHAKEN, AND THE CHURCH WILL LAY DOWN HER SEMBLANCE OF
DYING, AND WILL REACQUIRE HER FULL VIGOR.
The Cross alone is the means for it, just as the Cross alone was the only means to fill the void which
sin had made, and the only means to unite the abyss of infinite distance that existed between God and man; in
the same way, in these times THE CROSS ALONE WILL MAKE MY CHURCH RISE, COURAGEOUS AND
FULL OF SPLENDOR, SO AS TO CONFUSE AND PUT TO FLIGHT ITS ENEMIES.”
August 15, 1904
Luisa speaking:
…Now, as He was saying this, in a flash of lightening I saw the whole Church and the wars which the
religious must suffer; wars among societies. There seemed to be a general uproar. It also seemed that the
Holy Father would make use of VERY FEW RELIGIOUS PEOPLE, in order to both, restore the state of
the Church, priests, and others, to good order, as well as restoring society, which was also in such
state of turmoil. Now, as I was seeing this, Blessed Jesus told me:
“DO YOU THINK THAT THE TRIUMPH OF THE CHURCH IS FAR FROM NOW?”
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And I: ‘Yes indeed – who could put order in so many things that are so totally disrupted?’
AND HE: “ON THE CONTRARY, I TELL YOU THAT IT IS NEAR. It takes a clash, but a strong one,
among religious and secular, and therefore I will permit everything at once, so as to shorten the time. And in
the midst of this clash, which shall bring forth great chaos, a good and orderly clash will be brought about, but
in such a state of mortification, that men will see themselves as lost. IT IS THEN, THAT I WILL GIVE THEM
SO MUCH GRACE AND LIGHT THAT THEY MAY RECOGNIZE WHAT IS EVIL AND EMBRACE THE
TRUTH...”
March 7, 1915
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“My daughter… If you only knew how much I suffer… but the ingratitude of the creatures forces Me to
do this; their enormous sins, their disbelief, their wanting to almost challenge Me. And all this is just the least of
it. If I told you about the consecrated religious... how many sacrileges! How many rebellions! How many
pretend to be my children, while they are my fiercest enemies! These false sons are usurpers, selfinterested and incredulous; their hearts are bilges of vice. These very sons will be the first ones to wage
war against the Church -- they will try to kill their own Mother Church! Oh! How so many of them are
ready to do this!
While the war is now among governments and nations, SOON THEY WILL MAKE WAR AGAINST
THE CHURCH, AND HER GREATEST ENEMIES WILL BE HER OWN CHILDREN. My Heart is pierced with
sorrow, but in spite of all this, I will let this storm take place, and I will allow the face of the earth and the
churches to be washed by the blood of the same ones who have smeared It and contaminated It. You too,
unite yourself to my sorrow -- pray and be patient in watching this storm pass by.”
November 21, 1915
Luisa speaking:
Finding myself in my usual state, as soon as I saw my always lovable Jesus, I asked him for mercy
to change the decrees of Divine Justice, and I said to him:
“My Jesus, no more, my poor heart is torn apart in hearing of so many tragedies; Jesus, enough,
these are your beloved images, your dearly loved children that cringe, cry, and are in pain under the weight of
these almost infernal ways.”
And He: “Ah, my daughter, nevertheless, all these terrible things happening now, are only the
beginnings of the project! Don’t you see what a wide circle I am tracing? How will it be when I execute
the entire plan? In many places it will be said: ‘“This city was here, these buildings were here,”’ Some
places will be totally destroyed, time is at a premium, man has reached the point of obliging me to rebuke him,
he has willfully defied Me, incited Me, and I have always had patience, but there are limits and the time always
comes. THEY HAVE NOT WANTED TO KNOW ME THROUGH LOVE AND MERCY; NOW THEY WILL
COME TO KNOW ME THROUGH JUSTICE. So, take courage, don’t be disheartened so easily.”
February 5, 1916
Luisa speaking:
I continue my days in great affliction, especially for the almost continual threats from Jesus, that the
thrashings will be more extensive. Tonight I became terrified as I found my soul outside my body and found my
afflicted Jesus. I felt myself reborn to a new life when I saw Him. But what? Just as I disposed myself to
console Him, several people snatched Him away from me and reduced Him to pieces. Oh, what sorrow! What
horror! I threw myself to the ground close to one of the pieces and a voice from Heaven resounded in that
place: “BE FIRM! COURAGE TO THE FEW GOOD SOULS, DO NOT SEPARATE IN ANYTHING, DO NOT
NEGLECT ANYTHING; you will be exposed to great trials by God and by man. Only YOUR FIDELITY
will prevent that you falter, and you will be saved…”
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October 4, 1917
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“My daughter, my daughter, resign yourself! Don’t you see what an obstacle man has imposed on
Me with the sin that impedes Me from sharing my sorrows with those who love Me? Ah, don’t you remember
before when I told you: “Let me act, otherwise man will reach the point of doing so much evil that it will
exhaust evil itself, so much so, that he will not know what other evil to do?”
And you didn’t want me to punish man, and man continues to get worse, he has collected in
himself so much purulence, that not even the war has been able to release it; the war has not cast man
down, in fact it has made him even more daring; the revolution will make him furious, misery will make him
desperate and he will surrender himself into the arms of crime, and all this will serve to bring out in some ways,
all the rottenness that man contains, and then, my goodness, not indirectly through the creatures, but
DIRECTLY FROM HEAVEN, will chastise man, AND THESE CHASTISEMENTS WILL BE LIKE A
BENEFICIAL FROST THAT WILL COME DOWN FROM HEAVEN, WHICH WILL DISHEARTEN HIM, AND
TOUCHED BY MY HAND, HE WILL SEE HIMSELF AS HE IS, WILL AWAKEN FROM HIS DORMANT
GUILT, AND THEN RECOGNIZE HIS CREATOR…”
January 8, 1919
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“My daughter, hide Me; don’t you see how they persecute Me? Alas! They want to put Me out, or
give Me the last place. Let Me vent Myself, since for many days I have told you nothing of the destiny of the
world, nor of the chastisements that they unleash from Me with their evil ways, and all this sorrow is
concentrated in my Heart. I want to tell you about it so that you may take part in it; so that together we may
share the destiny of the creatures, and be able to pray, suffer and cry together for their good.
Ah! my daughter, there will be contentions among them. Death will harvest many lives, including
priests. Oh, how many masks, dressed as priests! I want to unmask them before the rising of the
persecution against my Church and the revolutions that will take place. Perhaps they might convert at the
moment of death. Otherwise, if I leave them, during the persecution they will unmask themselves and unite
with the sectarians, and they will be the fiercest enemies of the Church, and their salvation will be even more
difficult.”
And all afflicted, I (Luisa) said: ‘Ah, my Jesus, how painful to hear You speak of these blessed
chastisements! But the people, what will they do without priests? There are already so few - and You
want to take away even more of them? Who will administer the Sacraments? Who will teach your
laws?’
And Jesus told me: “My daughter, do not be so afflicted. THE SCANT NUMBER OF THEM IS OF
NO CONSEQUENCE. I WILL GIVE TO ONE THE GRACE AND THE STRENGTH OF TEN, OF TWENTY;
AND EACH ONE WILL BE WORTH AS MUCH AS TEN, OR AS TWENTY. I HAVE THE POWER TO
COMPENSATE FOR EVERYTHING. And furthermore, the many corrupted priests, are poison to the people;
instead of good, they do evil, and I will do nothing other than remove the prime elements that poison the
people.”
On January 29, 1919, Our Lord says to Luisa:
“My beloved daughter, I want you to know the order of My Providence. IN EACH PERIOD OF 2000
YEARS, I HAVE RENEWED THE WORLD: in the first, I renewed it with the flood. In the second 2000 years,
I renewed it with my coming to earth, and during that time I manifested my Humanity, from which as from so
many fissures, emanated My Divinity; and the good people and even the Saints of these third 2000 years have
lived from the fruits of My Humanity, and only by tiny drops have they enjoyed My Divinity. NOW WE ARE
CLOSE TO THE END OF THE THIRD 2000 YEARS AND THERE WILL BE A THIRD RENEWAL.
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Here is the reason for the prevalent general confusion: it is simply the preparation for the third
renewal. And if in the second renewal I manifested what My Humanity did and suffered, and very little of
what my Divinity did, NOW, IN THIS THIRD RENEWAL, AFTER THE EARTH HAS BEEN PURGED and the
present generation destroyed in great part, I will be even more magnanimous with the creatures, and I
will bring about the third renewal by manifesting what My Divinity did in My Humanity… My Love
wants to come forth and wants to make known the excesses that My Divinity worked in My Humanity in
favor of the creatures, which surpasses by far the excesses that were externally made by My
Humanity.”
March 22, 1924
Our Lord speaking:
“THIS IS PRECISELY THE GREAT CHASTISEMENT THAT IS BEING PREPARED IN
RESPONSE TO THE HORRIBLE AND VERTIGINOUS RACE OF HUMANITY. NATURE ITSELF IS TIRED
OF SO MUCH EVIL, AND WANTS TO VINDICATE THE RIGHTS OF ITS CREATOR. THIS IS WHY ALL
CREATED THINGS WANT TO COMBAT AGAINST MAN; THE SEA, THE FIRE, THE WIND, THE EARTH,
ARE ABOUT TO GO OUT OF THEIR BOUNDARIES TO HARM AND STRIKE THE GENERATIONS, IN
ORDER TO DECIMATE THEM”.
Luisa speaking:
Then my Jesus disappeared, and I remained more embittered, thinking about the ugly vertiginous
race of the creatures and about THE TURMOIL WHICH NATURE WILL CAUSE AGAINST THEM. Then, as I
returned to prayer, my Jesus came back in a pitiful state. He seemed restless, He was moaning, grieving; He
stretched Himself within me, and would turn now to the right, now to the left.
I asked Him: ‘Jesus, my Love, what’s wrong? O please! You suffer so much, let us share the
suffering, do not do it alone; don’t You see how much You suffer and how you can take no more of it? Now, as
I was saying this, I found myself outside of myself, in the arms of a priest. However, while the person seemed
to be a priest, it seemed to me that his voice was that of Jesus. And He said to me: “We will travel an
extremely long way -- be attentive to what you see.”
And we were walking without touching the ground. First I was carrying Him in my arms, but since a
dog was following me, as if it wanted to bite me, I was afraid. So, to free me from that fear, we changed
position, and He carried me. I said to him: ‘Why did you not do this before? You caused me to be so scared,
and I did not say anything because I thought it was necessary that I carry you. Now I am happy, because, as I
am carried in your arms, it will not be able to do anything to me any more.’ And I kept saying: ‘Jesus is
carrying me in His arms.’ And He would repeat: “I AM CARRYING JESUS IN MY ARMS.”
But that dog followed our whole journey; once it grabbed one of my feet in his mouth, but without
biting it. The journey was long, and I often asked: ‘How much more do we have left?’ And He said: “One
hundred more miles.” Then, as I asked again, he said: “Thirty more”, and so on, until we arrived in the
city.
And now, who could tell of all that could be seen along the way? At some points, towns
reduced to a heap of stones; somewhere else, places were flooded and towns buried in water; at some
other points, seas were overflowing, somewhere else, rivers; and at some other points, chasms of fire
were opened. It seemed to me that all the elements were concurring among themselves to harm all
human generations, forming the graves in which to bury them.
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Even more, what could be seen along the way, and what was most frightening and
horrifying, was to see the evils of humanity. Everything that came from them was darkness, but very
dense darkness, accompanied by a rotten and poisonous stench. The darkness was so dense that many
times one could not even discern what the place was.
Everything seemed pretense and duplicity; and if there was any good at all, it was only
superficial and apparent, but, inside, they were smoldering with the ugliest vices and plotting the most
insidious snares, which displeased the Lord more than if they were openly doing evil. And this, in all
classes of people! It was like a wood worm that eats away the whole root of good!
In other places, one could see revolutions, murdering of people by ambush…. But who can
say all that could be seen? So, tired of seeing so many evils, I often repeated: ‘And when are we going to
finish this long journey?’ And the one who was carrying me, all pensive, answered: “a little more -- you have
not seen everything yet.”
Finally, after a long struggle, I found myself inside myself, in my bed; and my sweet Jesus, Who
continued to moan because He was suffering so much, stretching out His arms to me, told me: “my daughter,
give me a little rest for I can take no more…”
November 16, 1926
Luisa speaking:
…After this, He transported me outside of myself, making me see the great evils of human
generations, and, continuing His speech, He added:
“My daughter, see how much evil the human will has produced; they have blinded themselves so
much that they are preparing terrible wars and revolutions, now it will be not only Europe, but other races will
join in, the circle will be more extensive, other regions of the world will take part. How much evil is done by the
human will, it blinds him, makes him miserable, and makes him commit homicide on himself. But I will use this
for my highest ends, AND THE REUNION OF SO MANY RACES WILL SERVE TO FACILITATE
COMMUNICATION OF OUR TRUTHS, DISPOSING THEM TO RECEIVE THE REIGN OF THE SUPREME
FIAT.
Thus, THE CHASTISEMENTS OF THE PAST ARE NONE OTHER THAN A PRELUDE OF
THOSE TO COME; how many more cities will be destroyed, how many people entombed in their ruins, how
many places thrown down and buried in the abyss; the elements of nature will come to the defense of their
Creator. MY JUSTICE CAN WAIT NO MORE, MY WILL WANTS TO TRIUMPH AND WOULD LIKE TO
TRIUMPH BY MEANS OF LOVE TO ESTABLISH ITS REIGN, BUT MAN DOES NOT WANT TO COME TO
RECEIVE THIS LOVE, THEREFORE, IT IS NECESSARY TO USE JUSTICE.”
And as He said this, He let me see an enormous pit of fire that leaped out of the ground, and
whoever came near it was engulfed in this fire and disappeared. I was so frightened and I pray and hope that
my beloved Lord would calm Himself.
April 24, 1927
Luisa speaking:
I felt embittered by the privation of my sweet Jesus, and as I sighed for His return, He came from within my
interior, but so afflicted, as to inspire compassion; and I said to Him: “But tell me, what is causing you so much
affliction?”
And Jesus said:
“ Ah, my daughter, grave things must happen; to be able to re-order a kingdom, a house, a general
upheaval must first take place, and many things will perish; some will lose, others will win. In summary, an
upheaval will take place, more wearisome fatigue; many things will be suffered in order to reorganize, to
renew, and to give new form to the kingdom or house. More is suffered and more work must be done if one
must first destroy to be able to rebuild than it is required to merely build.
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It will be like this to rebuild the Kingdom of my Will, oh how many innovations will be needed. It is
necessary to first demolish everything, to overthrow and destroy even human beings, to disrupt the
entire world, the sea, the air, the breeze, water, fire, so that everyone is put to the task to renew the
face of the earth in order to bring order to the new Kingdom of My Divine Will in the midst of the
creatures.
That is why many grave things will happen, and as I see them, if I see the upheaval, I feel afflicted, but if I
look beyond, IN SEEING THE ORDER AND MY NEW KINGDOM REBUILT, I PASS FROM A PROFOUND
SADNESS TO A JOY SO GREAT THAT YOU CAN NOT COMPREHEND. This is the reason that now you
see me sad, and now with the joy of my Heavenly Father.”
August 12, 1927
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“In these times all the elements are in turmoil and are announcers of good things, and this
disturbance is necessary to return my Kingdom to order. This is an enormous task, hence, it requires
complete turmoil to purify the earth. That is why I want you to not be too depressed, but, instead, follow
your continuous flight, your persevering determination to acquire sufficient force for the triumph of the Kingdom
of the Supreme Fiat.”
Luisa speaking:
Then I continued praying and I felt a hand come to rest on my head, and from this hand three
fountains emanated, one poured forth water, another fire, and the third one blood; they flooded the earth,
sweeping away people, cities and kingdoms. It was terrifying to see the evils that will come and I prayed to my
beloved Jesus to calm Himself, and I begged Him to give me sufferings to protect the people from these
menaces. Jesus then said to me:
“My daughter, water, fire, and blood will unite and do Justice. All the nations are arming
themselves for war and this irritates Divine Justice tremendously, and disposes the elements to take
vengeance on them, that is why the earth will burst into flame, the air will spill forth fountains of water and the
wars will generate fountains of human blood, in which many will disappear; cities and regions will be destroyed.
What wickedness, after so much evil of an unexpected war, they propose another, even more terrible, and they
seek ways to move almost the whole world as if it were only one man. Doesn’t this say that sin has
penetrated even into their bones, so much so, as to transform nature itself into sin?”
April 30, 1928
Luisa speaking:
I was thinking in the Divine Will and Oh! How many thoughts bounced around in my mind, and
having been transported outside myself, my always lovable Jesus let me see the chastisements with which He
wanted to punish humanity, and I, disturbed, thought to myself: How can the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat come
if the earth abounds so much with evil and Divine Justice arms all the elements to destroy mankind and all that
serves humanity? And what’s more, if this Kingdom did not come when Jesus came to earth with His visible
presence, how could it come now? As things are now, that seems difficult. And my sweet Jesus, moving
within me said:
“My daughter, all that you have seen will serve to purify and prepare the human family; the
turmoil will serve to restore order, and the destruction will serve to build things that are more beautiful; if a
building in poor condition does not fall to the ground, one could not build the new one, which will be more
beautiful, over those same ruins; I WILL GUIDE EVERYTHING TOWARD THE FULFILLMENT OF MY
DIVINE WILL”.
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June 6 1935:
Luisa speaking:
After this, I continued my thoughts in the Divine Will and I prayed that Its reign would come
quickly, and that with Its Omnipotence, which can do all, would triumph over all obstacles and make His
Kingdom come, and Reign on earth as It does in Heaven.
But as I thought this, in my mind, my sweet Jesus let me see so many gruesome and
horrifying things, before which, even the hardest of hearts were shaken, and the most obstinate ones
were in terror; everything was terror and fright. I remained so afflicted as to feel myself dying and I prayed
that He might spare them the many scourges. And my beloved Jesus as if He had pity on my affliction said to
me:
“My daughter, courage, everything will serve for the triumph of my Will. IF I STRIKE, IT IS
BECAUSE I WANT TO RESTORE THEIR HEALTH. MY LOVE IS SO DEEP THAT WHEN I CAN NOT
CONQUER THEM BY WAY OF LOVE AND GRACES, I SEEK TO CONQUER BY WAY OF TERROR AND
FRIGHT; human weakness is such, that many times they do not cherish my Graces. They are deaf to my
Voice, laugh at my Love, but it is enough to touch their skin, taking away the things that are necessary
to their natural life, and their arrogance abates, and they feel so humiliated that they become like a rag.
It is then that I can do what I want with them, especially if they don’t have a perfidious and obstinate
will. One chastisement, and seeing themselves on the edge of the sepulcher, will be enough for them to
return to my Arms”.
September 18, 1938:
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“My dear daughter, if you knew how much I suffer; if I let you see it you would die of sorrow. I am
obligated to hide it all from you, all the injury and crudeness of the sorrow that I feel in order to avoid causing
you further affliction. …they believe they can make die what I have said about my Divine Will, instead I will
permit such terrible scourges, sad incidents, that I will make my Truths resurge more beautiful, more
majestic in the midst of people.
“…I WILL MAKE USE OF ALL MEANS, OF LOVE, OF GRACES, OF CHASTISEMENTS, I
WILL TOUCH ALL THE SIDES OF CREATURES IN ORDER TO MAKE MY WILL REIGN, AND WHEN IT
SEEMS AS IF ALL TRUE GOODNESS MUST DIE, IT WILL RESURGE MORE BEAUTIFUL AND
MAJESTIC.”
Luisa speaking:
But as He said this, He made me see a sea of fire in which the whole world was about to
become enveloped; I remained shaken by this, and my amiable Jesus, drawing me to Himself, said to me:
“My blessed daughter, courage, do not be afraid, come into my Divine Will, so that his light takes away
from you the sad sight in which the world races, and as I speak to you of my Volition, we mitigate the
sorrows that unfortunately we both suffer. “...OH POOR CREATURE WITHOUT MY WILL, IN WHAT
ABYSS OF MISERIES AND OF DARKNESS SHE CASTS HERSELF!”
October 2, 1938
Jesus Our Lord speaking:
“My good daughter, courage, …That which I say to you about my Will, is none other than the
carrying out of OUR DECREE MADE ‘AB ETERNO’ IN THE CONSISTORY OF OUR SACROSANCT
TRINITY: THAT OUR WILL MUST HAVE ITS KINGDOM UPON THE EARTH; and our decrees are
infallible, no one can impede Us from fulfilling them.
“DAUGHTER, IN ORDER TO ARRIVE TO THIS POINT, I WANTED TO CONQUER MAN BY
WAY OF MY LOVE, BUT HUMAN PERFIDY IMPEDES ME FROM DOING IT, THEREFORE, I WILL USE MY
JUSTICE, I will sweep the earth, I will take away all the harmful creatures, that like poisonous plants
poison the innocent plants; WHEN I HAVE PURIFIED EVERYTHING, my Truths will find the ways to
give to the survivors, the Life, the Balm, the Peace that They contain, and everyone will receive Them
and be given the kiss of Peace…
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Luisa speaking:
Jesus became silent, and my poor mind was afflicted by the so many terrible evils of which the
earth is invested and will be invested. At this very moment, THE SOVEREIGN QUEEN appeared with very
red eyes, as if blood-shot from so much weeping that She had done. Oh, what sorrow to the heart to
see my Heavenly Mother cry! And with her maternal accent and with an inexpressible tenderness,
crying, She said to me:
“MY DEAREST DAUGHTER, PRAY TOGETHER WITH ME. OH, HOW MY HEART SUFFERS
IN SEEING THE SCOURGES BY WHICH ALL HUMANITY WILL BE ENVELOPED. THE VOLUBILITY OF
THOSE IN CHARGE, WHO TODAY THEY SPEAK AND TOMORROW THEY RESCIND WHAT THEY SAID,
WILL CAST THE PEOPLE INTO A SEA OF SORROWS, AND ALSO OF BLOOD; OH, MY POOR
CHILDREN! PRAY, MY DAUGHTER, DO NOT LEAVE ME ALONE IN MY SORROW, AND LET THE
INTENTION OF YOUR PRAYER BE, THAT YOUR SUFFERING BE OFFERED FOR THE TRIUMPH OF THE
KINGDOM OF THE DIVINE WILL.”

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Let no one deceive you in any way. For unless the apostasy comes first and the lawless one is revealed, the
one doomed to perdition, who opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god and object of worship, so
as to seat himself in the temple of God, claiming that he is a god. Do you not recall that while I was still with
you I told you these things? And now you know what is restraining, that he may be revealed in his time. For the
mystery of lawlessness is already at work. But the one who restrains is to do so only for the present, until he is
removed from the scene. And then the lawless one will be revealed, WHOM THE LORD (JESUS) WILL
KILL WITH THE BREATH OF HIS MOUTH AND RENDER POWERLESS BY THE MANIFESTATION OF HIS
COMING”. 2 Thessalonians 2: 3 – 8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is in light of all this that we can now understand the words of Saint Bernard: “We know of a triple
coming of Our Lord. In addition to the first and the last, there is an intermediate coming. The first and the last
are visible but this one is not... And so it happens that in the first coming, Our Lord came in His Humanity
and debility, IN THIS SECOND COMING, IN SPIRIT AND POWER; and in the last one, in Glory and Majesty”.
-Liturgy of the Hours, Time of Advent.
On May 17, 1925 Our Lord says to Luisa:
“…….If Creation is attributed to the Father, although We Divine Persons are always ONE and united in our
Acts, Redemption is attributed to the Son, and the “FIAT VOLUNTAS TUA” SHALL BE ATTRIBUTED TO
THE HOLY SPIRIT. It is precisely in the “FIAT VOLUNTAS TUA” where the Holy Spirit will make a final
outpouring of His works”.

---------------------------------------------------THE DIVINE WILL SHALL REIGN ON EARTH
AS IT DOES IN HEAVEN! THIS IS A DIVINE DECREE!

----------------------------------------------------
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THIS COMMUNICATION IS SEALED WITH ONE OF THE MANY MANY CITATIONS
ABOUT THE BLESSED MOTHER FROM LUISA’S WRITINGS:
On June 6 1935 the Lord tells her:
“My daughter… You should know that I always love my children, my beloved creatures. I would
eviscerate Myself in order not to see them stricken, so much so, that IN THE DEADLY TIMES TO COME I
HAVE PUT THEM ALL IN THE HANDS OF MY CELESTIAL MOTHER; TO HER I HAVE ENTRUSTED
THEM, SO THAT SHE HOLDS THEM SECURED FOR ME UNDER HER MANTLE”…
Now, as He said this, my dear Jesus made me truly see, that THE SOVEREIGN QUEEN
DESCENDED FROM HEAVEN WITH INDESCRIBABLE MAJESTY, AND WITH TENDERNESS ALL
MATERNAL, SHE VISITED IN THE MIDST OF THE CREATURES IN ALL THE NATIONS, AND MARKED
HER DEAR CHILDREN AND THOSE WHO SHOULD NOT BE TOUCHED BY THE SCOURGES;
WHOMEVER MY CELESTIAL MOTHER TOUCHED, THE SCOURGES DIDN’T HAVE POWER OVER
THEM. OUR SWEET JESUS GAVE THE RIGHT TO HIS MOTHER TO SAVE WHOMEVER SHE PLEASED.
How moving it was to see the Celestial Empress go around the whole world; to see her take them
in her Maternal hands. She held them close in her bosom and hid them under her mantle, so that no
evil might be able to harm those people who her Maternal goodness held in her custody, guarded and
defended. Oh! If everyone could see with how much love and tenderness the Celestial Queen did this
task, they would cry in consolation and would love Her, Who loves us so very much”.

…”But the humble Mary will always triumph over Satan, the proud one, and so great will be her victory that
she will crush his head, the very seat of his pride. She will unmask his serpent's cunning and expose his
wicked plots. She will scatter to the winds his devilish plans and to the end of time will keep her
faithful servants safe from his cruel claws. But Mary's power over the evil spirits will especially shine
forth in the latter times”... St Louis Marie Grignion de Montfort - Treatise on True Devotion to the
Blessed Virgin #54
“…We want to proclaim very loudly, our certitude that THE RESTORATION OF THE KINGDOM OF CHRIST
BY MARY can not cease to be a reality, in a manner that, by her powerful intercession and her ever
present help, the Kingdom of Christ may be finally realized, “Kingdom of Truth and Life, Kingdom of
Sanctity and Grace, Kingdom of Justice, Love and Peace”.
September 17, 1958 – Pope Pius XII
THIS IS THE TRUE NEW ERA HOPED FOR BY ALL, AND PROPHESIED BY SO MANY, AND IT IS OUR
MOST HOLY MOTHER WHO HAS BEEN DISPOSING ALL SOULS AND ALL PEOPLES TO RECEIVE THIS
REIGN OF GOD ON EARTH.

SHE IS THE BEARER OF THE KING! IT IS SHE WHO BRINGS US HIS KINGDOM!

BEHOLD THE TRIUMPH OF THE IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY!
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Let us then take refuge in Her Immaculate Heart and let us pray, unceasingly pleading with Her, Who by
design of God is also Co-Redemptrix, Mediator, and our Advocate, to help us to dispose and prepare
ourselves to receive anew this Gift of living in His Divine Will, which in Jesus Our Lord and BY THE
POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, will make God, ONE and TRIUNE, Reign in each one of us, for only in
the Divine Will reigning and acting in us as Life of all our acts and of all our being, and by us acting
and living in the Divine Will, can we ONCE AGAIN BE ONE IN HIM, IN HIS IMAGE AND LIKENESS AND
PARTICIPANTS OF HIS DIVINITY.
“HEAVENLY MOTHER, POUR FIRE AND FLAMES INTO MY HEART, THAT THEY MAY CONSUME
ME AND BURN AWAY ALL THAT IS NOT WILL OF GOD”
----------------------------------------------------“NOT BY AN ARMY, NOR BY MIGHT, BUT BY MY SPIRIT SAYS THE LORD OF HOSTS.”
Zechariah 4: 6
“I AM GOD, THERE IS NO OTHER; I AM GOD, THERE IS NONE LIKE ME. AT THE BEGINNING I
FORETELL THE OUTCOME; IN ADVANCE, THINGS NOT YET DONE. I SAY THAT
MY PLAN SHALL STAND, I ACCOMPLISH MY EVERY PURPOSE.
YES, I HAVE SPOKEN, I WILL ACCOMPLISH IT;
I HAVE PLANNED IT, AND I WILL DO IT”.
Isaiah 46: 9-11
“HOLY, HOLY, HOLY IS THE LORD GOD ALMIGHTY,WHO WAS, AND WHO IS, AND WHO IS TO COME”
Revelation 4: 8
“THERE SHALL BE NO MORE DELAY. AT THE TIME WHEN YOU HEAR THE SEVENTH ANGEL BLOW
HIS TRUMPET, THE MYSTERIOUS PLAN OF GOD SHALL BE FULFILLED,
AS HE PROMISED TO HIS SERVANTS, THE PROPHETS.”
Revelation 10: 7
“ALLELUIA! THE REIGN OF THE LORD OUR GOD ALMIGHTY HAS BEGUN; LET US BE GLAD AND
JOYFUL AND GIVE GLORY TO GOD, BECAUSE THIS IS THE TIME FOR THE MARRIAGE OF THE LAMB.
"BLESSED ARE THOSE WHO ARE INVITED TO THE WEDDING FEAST OF THE LAMB,
" THESE WORDS OF GOD ARE TRUE.' Revelation 19: 6, 9

¡MARANA THÁ! ¡COME LORD JESUS!
http://www.fiat-fiat-fiat.com/fiatpages/DIVINE%20WILL-BOOK%20OF%20HEAVEN-BISHOPS.pdf
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